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We perform an amplitude analysis of the decays B0 ! K214300, K8920, and K0S-wave with
a sample of about 384 106 B B pairs recorded with the BABAR detector. The fractions of longitudinal
polarization fL of the vector-tensor and vector-vector decay modes are measured to be 0:8530:0610:069 
0:036 and 0:506 0:040 0:015, respectively. Overall, twelve parameters are measured for the vector-
vector decay and seven parameters for the vector-tensor decay, including the branching fractions and
parameters sensitive to CP violation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.051801 PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Er, 13.88.+e
The interest in the polarization and CP-asymmetry mea-
surements in B! K decays is motivated by their po-
tential sensitivity to physics beyond the standard model in
the b! s transition, shown in Fig. 1(a) [1]. The polariza-
tion measurements of B meson decays reveal both strong
and weak interaction dynamics and are discussed in a
recent review [2,3]. The large fraction of transverse polar-
ization in the B! K892 decay measured by BABAR
[4] and by Belle [5] indicates a significant departure from
the naive expectation of predominant longitudinal polar-
ization. This suggests other contributions to the decay
amplitude, previously neglected, either within or beyond
the standard model [6].
We now extend our investigation of the polarization
puzzle with an amplitude analysis of the vector-tensor
B0 ! K214300 decay. We also measure vector-vector
B0 ! K8920 and vector-scalar B0 ! K00 decay
amplitudes, where K00 is the JP  0 K component.
We use the dependence on the K invariant mass of the
interference between the JP  0 and 1 or 2 compo-
nents [7,8] to resolve the discrete ambiguity in the deter-
mination of the strong and weak phases otherwise present
in the B0 ! K8920 analysis [2,4,5] and to provide new
measurements of the strong and weak phases relative to the
vector-scalar decay amplitude.
The angular distribution of the B! K decay can be
expressed as a function of H i  cosi and  shown in
Fig. 1(b). Here i is the angle between the direction of the
K meson from the K ! K (1) or ! K K (2) and the
direction opposite the B in the K or rest frame, and  is
the angle between the decay planes of the two systems. The
differential decay width has seven complex amplitudes AJ
corresponding to the spin of the K system J and the
helicity   0 or 1:
 
d3
dH 1dH 2d
/

X
AJYJ H 1;Y1 H 2; 0

2
;
(1)
where YJ are the spherical harmonics with J  2 for
K21430, J  1 for K892, and J  0 for K0. We
can reparameterize the amplitudes with the index J sup-
pressed as A0 and A1  Ak  A?=

2
p
.
We analyze B0

! K0

! KKK	 candidates
using data collected with the BABAR detector [9] at the
PEP-II ee collider. A sample of 383:6 4:2 million
4S ! B B events was recorded at the center-of-mass
energy

s
p  10:58 GeV. Charged-particle momenta are
measured in a tracking system consisting of a silicon vertex
tracker with five double-sided layers and a 40-layer drift
chamber, both within the 1.5-T magnetic field of a sole-
noid. Charged-particle identification is provided by mea-
surements of the energy loss in the tracking devices and by
a ring-imaging Cherenkov detector.
We use two kinematic variables: E  EiEB  pi 

pB  s=2=

s
p
and mES  s=2 pi 
 pB2=E2i  p2B1=2,
where (Ei, pi) is the ee beam four-momentum, and (EB,
pB) is the four-momentum of the B candidate. We require
jEj< 0:1 GeV and mES > 5:25 GeV. The requirements
on the invariant masses are 0:99<mK K < 1:05 GeV and
0:75<mK < 1:05 GeV (lower mK range) or 1:13<
mK < 1:53 GeV (higher mK range).
To reject the dominant ee ! quark-antiquark back-
ground, we use variables calculated in the center-of-mass
frame. We require j cosT j< 0:8, where T is the angle
between the B-candidate thrust axis and that of the rest of
the event. We construct a Fisher discriminant, F , that
combines the polar angles of the B-momentum vector
and the B-candidate thrust axis with respect to the beam
axis, and the two Legendre moments L0 and L2 of the
energy flow around the B-candidate thrust axis [10].
We remove signal candidates that have decay products
with invariant mass within 12 MeV of the nominal mass
values forDs orD ! . In about 5% of events, more
than one candidate is reconstructed, and we select the one
whose four-track vertex has the lowest 2. We define the
flavor sign Q to be the charge of the pion.
We use an unbinned, extended maximum-likelihood fit
[4] to extract the event yields nj, flavor asymmetries Aj,
and the probability density function (PDF) parameters,
 
K +
K
1 K ∗ 2
B
K −
B
K ∗
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. (a) Feynman diagram describing the B0 ! K0 de-
cay; (b) definition of decay angles given in the rest frames of the
decaying parents.
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denoted by  for the polarization parameters and  for the
remaining parameters. The data model has five event cate-
gories j: B! KJ0;1;2, B! f0980K, and combi-
natorial background. The combinatorial background PDF
is found to account well for both the dominant quark-
antiquark background and the random tracks from the B
decays. The likelihood Li for each candidate i is defined
as Li  Pj;knkjP kjxi;  ; , where each of the P kj is the
PDF for variables xi  fH 1;H 2;; mK;mK K;E;
mES;F ; Qg. The flavor index k corresponds to the value
of Q, that is P kj  P j  kQ.
We define nj  nj  nj and Aj  nj  nj =nj 
nj . The polarization parameters, with the index J sup-
pressed, are defined as fL  jA0j2=jAj2, f? 
jA?j2=jAj2, k  argAk=A0, and ?  argA?=A0.
We allow for CP-violating differences between the B0
(Q  1) and B0 (Q  1) decay amplitudes ( A and A)
and incorporate them via the replacements fL ! fL 
1A0CP Q, f? ! f?  1A?CP Q, k !
k  k Q, and ? ! ?  =2 ? 
=2 Q [2].
The PDF P jxi;  ;  for a given candidate i is a joint
PDF for the helicity angles, resonance masses, and Q, and
the product of the PDFs for each of the remaining varia-
bles. The helicity part of the exclusive B decay PDF is the
ideal angular distribution from Eq. (1), where the ampli-
tudes AJ are expressed in terms of the polarization pa-
rameters  , multiplied by an empirically-determined
acceptance function GH 1;H 2;  G1H 1 
G2H 2. A relativistic J-spin Breit-Wigner amplitude
parameterization is used for the resonance mass [3,11],
except for the K00 mK amplitude parameterized with
the LASS function [7]. The latter includes the K014300
resonance together with a nonresonant component.
The interference between the J  1 or 2 and the S-wave
(K) contributions is modeled with the three terms
2ReAJA00 in Eq. (1) with the four-dimensional angular
and mK dependence. It has been shown in the decays
B0 ! J= K00 and B ! K00 [8] that the am-
plitude behavior is consistent with that observed by LASS
except for a constant phase shift. We allow an uncon-
strained overall shift, again with the index J suppressed,
(0 0 Q) between the LASS amplitude phase and
either the vector (J  1) or the tensor (J  2) resonance
amplitude phase.
The parameters  describe the background or the re-
maining signal PDFs. They are left free to vary in the fit for
the combinatorial background or are fixed to the values
extracted from Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [12] and
calibration B-decay channels for the exclusive B decays.
We use a sum of Gaussian functions for the parameteriza-
tion of the signal PDFs for E, mES, and F . For the
combinatorial background, we use polynomials, except
for mES and F distributions which are parameterized by
an empirical phase-space function and by Gaussian func-
tions, respectively. Resonance production occurs in the
background and is taken into account in the PDF.
We observe a nonzero yield with more than 9 signifi-
cance, including systematic uncertainties, in each of the
three B0 ! K0 decay modes. The significance is defined
as the square root of the change in 2 lnL when the yield is
constrained to zero in the likelihood L. In Figs. 2–4, we
show projections onto the variables. In Tables I and II, the
nj, Aj, and   ffL; f?; k; ?; 0;A0CP;A?CP;k;
?;0g parameters of the B0 ! K8920 decay or
the K214300 and K00 decays are obtained from
the fit in the lower or higher mK range, respectively.
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The nonresonant KK contribution under the  is
accounted for with the B0 ! f0K0 category. Its yield is
consistent with zero in the higher mK range and is 89
18 events in the lower mK range. The uncertainties due to
mK K interference are estimated with the samples generated
according to the observed KK intensity and with vari-
ous interference phases analogous to 0 in K. These are
the dominant systematic errors for the  parameters of the
B0 ! K8920 decay.
We vary those parameters in  not used to model com-
binatoric background within their uncertainties and derive
the associated systematic errors. We allow for the flavor-
dependent acceptance function and the reconstruction ef-
ficiency in the study of asymmetries. The biases from the
finite resolution of the angle measurement, the dilution due
to the presence of fake combinations, or other imperfec-
tions in the signal PDF model are estimated with MC
simulation. Additional systematic uncertainty originates
from B background, where we estimate that only a few
events can fake the signal. The systematic errors in effi-
ciencies are dominated by those in particle identification
and track finding. Other systematic effects arise from
event-selection criteria,  and K0 branching fractions,
and a number of B mesons.
In the lower mK range, the yield of the K00 con-
tribution is 601714 events with the statistical significance of
7:9, including the interference term. The dependence of
the interference on theK invariant mass [7,8] allows us to
reject the other solution near (2k, ?) relative
to that in Table II for the B0 ! K8920 decay with
significance of 5:4, including systematic uncertainties.
We also resolve this ambiguity with statistical significance
of more than 4 with the B0 or B0 decays independently.
Because of the low significance of our measured fk 
1 fL  f? (2:9) and f? (1:6) in the B0 !
K214300 decay, we have insufficient information to
constrain k and ? at higher significance and to measure
five asymmetries, and so we fix these asymmetry parame-
ters to zero in the fit in the higher mK range.
The (V  A) structure of the weak interactions and the
s-quark spin flip suppression in the diagram in Fig. 1(a)
suggest jA0j  jA1j  jA1j [1,6]. This expectation is
consistent with our measurements in the vector-tensor
B0 ! K214300 decay, but disagrees with our observed
vector-vector polarization. In the B0 ! K8920 decay,
we obtain the solution k ’ ? without discrete ambigu-
ities. Combined with the approximate solution fL ’ 1=2
and f? ’ 1 fL=2, this results in the approximate decay
amplitude hierarchy jA0j ’ jA1j  jA1j (and j A0j ’
j A1j  j A1j).
We find more than 5 (4) deviation, including system-
atic uncertainties, of ?k from either  or zero in the
B0 ! K8920 decay, indicating the presence of final-
state interactions (FSI) not accounted for in naive factori-
zation. The effect of FSI is evident in the phase shift of the
cosine distribution in Fig. 3(d).
Our measurements of eight CP-violating parameters
rule out a significant part of the physical region and are
consistent with no CP-violation in this decay. Significant
nonzero CP-violating parameters would indicate the pres-
ence of new amplitudes with different weak phases. The
? and k are particularly interesting due to sensitiv-
ity to the weak phases of the amplitudes without hadronic
uncertainties [2], such as the relative weak phases of A1
and A0, while the CP-violating 0 parameter represents
potential differences of weak phases among decay modes.
In summary, we have performed an amplitude analysis
and searched for CP-violation in the angular distribution
with the B0 ! K0 decays with the tensor, vector, and
scalar K0. Our results are summarized in Tables I and II
and supersede corresponding measurements in Ref. [4].
Our vector-tensor results are in agreement with quark
spin flip suppression and A0 amplitude dominance,
TABLE I. Fit results for each mK range and signal component: the reconstruction efficiency "reco obtained from MC simulation; the
total efficiency ", including the daughter branching fractions [3]; the number of signal events nsig; statistical significance (S) of the
signal; the branching fractionB; and the flavor asymmetryACP. The branching fractionBB0 ! K00  refers to the coherent sum
jAres  Anon-resj2 of resonant and nonresonant JP  0 K components [7] and is quoted for mK < 1:6 GeV, while the BB0 !
K014300 is derived from it by integrating separately the Breit-Wigner formula of the resonant jAresj2 K component [7] without
mK restriction. The systematic errors are quoted last.
Mode mK (GeV) mK model "reco (%) " (%) nsig (events) S () B (106) ACP
K8920 0.75–1.05 Breit-Wigner [3] 35:0 1:7 11:5 0:6 406 29 15 21.0 9:2 0:7 0:6 0:03 0:07 0:03
K214300 1.13–1.53 Breit-Wigner [3] 27:1 1:3 4:4 0:2 133 19 7 9.7 7:8 1:1 0:6 0:12 0:14 0:04
K00 1.13–1.53 LASS [7] 23:4 1:1 7:7 0:3 147 23 7 9.8 5:0 0:8 0:3 0:17 0:15 0:03
K014300 Breit-Wigner [7] 4:6 0:7 0:6
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whereas the vector-vector mode contains substantial A1
amplitude from a presently unknown source either within
or beyond the standard model [6].
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TABLE II. Summary of polarization results. The dominant fit
correlation coefficients (C) are presented for the K8920
mode where we show correlations of 0 with k=? and of
0 with k=?. For the K214300 mode, the dominant
values of C are 32% for (0; k) and 26% for (k; ?).
B0 ! K214300 B0 ! K8920 C
fL
f?
0:8530:0610:069  0:036
0:0450:0490:040  0:013
0:506 0:040 0:015
0:227 0:038 0:013

 53%
k
?
2:90 0:39 0:06
5:720:550:87  0:11
2:31 0:14 0:08
2:24 0:15 0:09

61%
0 3:54
0:12
0:14  0:06 2:78 0:17 0:09 37%=27%
A0CP
A?CP
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